Correlations Between Rheological Properties And Transverse Relaxation Time (T2) Of
Artificial And Porcine Vitreous Humour
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Purpose
• The vitreous humour is a hydrogel tissue
located in the eye which liquefies with age
• This loss of viscosity directly impacts the
distribution and clearance of intravitreally
administered drugs
• Loss of viscosity (liquefaction) cannot
presently be non-invasively measured in
the clinic
• T2 relaxation time is a tissue-specific
property under a magnetic field that is
related to its diffusive behaviour
• In this study, we non-invasively evaluated
whether the T2 of artificial vitreous gels
and porcine vitreous humour was
influenced by their rheological properties

Methods
• Artificial vitreous gels were prepared using
hyaluronic acid (HA) and agar (1:1 ratio) at
concentrations from 0-2.25 mg/ml
• T2 measurements of gels and intact
porcine eyeballs were performed in a 3T
clinical MRI (Skyra, Siemens, Germany)
equipped with a 16-channel knee coil
using a turbo spin-echo sequence with TR
= 12000 ms, TE = 175, 400, 650, 900, 1400,
1630 ms, a single 4 mm slice, in-plane
resolution: 0.6 x 0.6 mm, echo train length
= 40
• Viscoelastic properties were measured
using a Discovery HR2 rheometer with a 40
mm parallel plate spindle (TA Instruments,
USA)
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Figure 1 Correlation of T2 with HA:agar gel (A) concentration, (B) consistency index K, (C) pseudoplasticity index n, (D) storage modulus G’, (E) loss modulus G”,
(F) complex viscosity η*. In the case of (B) and (C), rheological parameters were derived after plotting sample log shear stress against log shear rate following
an oscillatory flow sweep, In the case of (D), (E) and (F), parameters were derived at an angular frequency of 0.1 rad/s.
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Results
• Correlations were observed between T2
relaxation and numerous gel viscoelastic
properties
• Notably
strong
relationships
were
identified when considering gel storage
modulus (G’) and complex viscosity (η*)
• Obtained trendlines could predict porcine
vitreous humour viscoelasticity based on
mean T2 relaxation
• The protocol could also identify
heterogeneity in porcine vitreous humour

Parameter
Pseudoplasticity index (n)
Consistency index (K)
Storage modulus (G’)
Loss modulus (G”)
Complex viscosity (η*)

Actual value
0.56 ± 0.08
0.38 ± 0.27 Pa
0.19 ± 0.06 Pa
0.13 ± 0.05 Pa
2.34 ± 0.59 Pa

Predicted from T2
0.65 ± 0.02
0.07 ± 0.01 Pa sn
0.19 ± 0.03 Pa
0.05 ± 0.01 Pa
2.23 ± 0.31 Pa

Figure 2 Post-processed images of
(A) artificial vitreous gels and (B)
porcine eye T2 signals. In the case
of the gels, the concentration of
each polymer added (in mg/ml) to
the system is reported on top of
the corresponding sample signal.
Porcine eyes were imaged in 6-well
plates and indicators have been
included to differentiate between
the eye (E) and well (W). Eyes were
placed facing upwards, and a
coronal section of purely the
vitreous body was obtained.
Heterogeneity
was
notably
observed with the central regions
of the vitreous humour posterior
to the lens having lower T2
relaxation
times
than
the
peripheral tissue.

Actual/predicted
0.87
5.33
0.99
2.43
1.05

Table 1 Actual and T2-predicted values of porcine vitreous rheological parameters. Following removal from the MRI, vitreous humour of the eyes
was dissected and immediately subjected to rheological tests. Comparative predicted MRI values were obtained by entering obtained T2 values
into calibration equations shown in Figure 1.

Conclusions
T2 relaxation times of HA:agar hydrogels can be correlated with their rheological properties. These correlations can be further extended to predict rheological parameters of biological
vitreous humour based on an obtained T2 signal.

